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Abstract

Two profiles of interorganizational governance of IT were obtained from interviews conducted with leaders involved in setting the governance mechanism needed to support successful IT collaboration with their business partners. Three attributes, based on literature from network governance streams, were used to uncover those profiles. They are the IT governance structure, the processes put in place to make decisions, and the roles of participants involved in setting the interorganizational governance mechanisms. Observed profiles share a continuum where the Contractual profile is at one end, and the Consensual profile is at the other end. Some performance variations among the two profiles exist, yet both profiles contribute to successful interorganizational relationships. These profiles were uncovered from seven case studies conducted in Canadian organizations. Through fifteen interviews with senior interorganizational IT governance committee members and IT executives, the critical IT governance mechanisms they employed were identified. Two cases are reported in this article, each one illustrating respectively the Contractual and the Consensual profiles.
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1. Introduction

This article focuses on the elaboration of potential profiles of governance mechanisms that are put in place to contribute to the success of interorganizational governance of information technology (IT). Three attributes, based on the network governance literature, were used to define the potential profiles: the IT governance structure, the process of decision making and the role of participants involved in the interorganizational governance of IT. This study follows previous calls for further research on interorganizational governance of IT made by Croteau and Bergeron (2009) and Croteau and Dubsky (2011), who indicated that there is a need to better understand this particular type of IT governance.

IT governance is a prime concern for both businesses and academics (Brown & Grant, 2005; Weill & Ross, 2004; Sambamurthy & Zmud, 1999). Even with all of today’s latest advances in research, development and implementation of IT capabilities, organizations continue to struggle to attain alignment between IT activities and business objectives in order to achieve value with their IT investments, modeling their processes for specific business needs and customized IT solutions. Although, it was found that organizations that reach a certain level of alignment between their business and IT domains managed to put in place a broad set of IT governance practices (De Haes & Van Grembergen, 2009).

Businesses strive to couple their operational and IT processes in order to cut costs and increase efficiency. Furthermore, interorganizational exchanges continue to increase in frequency and value. While these exchanges evolve and mature, with this evolution comes opportunism, a negative yet inevitable consequence of interorganizational exchange (Goo, Kishore, & Rao, 2009). Firms in today’s volatile market strive to increase the value of their IT investments; in doing so, the current trends, and even the next generation of strategies, have come to emphasize collaborative partnerships in the form of interorganizational relationships. The combination of firms’ capabilities allow these firms to more easily control and adapt to market forces and uncertainties (Brown & Grant, 2005; Chi & Holsapple, 2005). These partnerships induced an added role for IT, which is a cooperation enabler between businesses (Hong, 2002). In fact, IT is now seen as the primary enabler of new business activities between
firms; e-business has become the dominant paradigm in a progressively electronic economy (Patrakosol & Olson, 2007). A firm can only create so much competitive advantage on its own. A group of firms working together, however, can make all the difference (Hong, 2002).

The various mechanisms of interorganizational governance of IT that are put in place by organizations when exchanging with their business partners are studied here, bringing into consideration concepts from both fields of interorganizational relationship and IT governance. This research provides some answers to the following research question: Do mechanisms of interorganizational governance of IT exist? If they do, could profiles of such mechanisms be identified?

2. Background

In order to better answer our research question, some key concepts are reviewed in this section. We first address the notion of IT governance and its mechanism as defined within an organization. Given the interorganizational aspect of governance that we want to address, we then look at what is known regarding interorganizational relationships and their forms of governance. Having covered those key concepts, we can then describe the key attributes of mechanisms of interorganizational governance of IT. We conclude this section by identifying the main characteristics of successful interorganizational relationships.

2.1 IT Governance

Business executives have come to the conclusion that they cannot conduct day-to-day activities, including production, marketing, or research, without relying heavily on IT and IT decisions; therefore delegating and/or ignoring these decisions puts organisations at risk and calls for another mechanism of decision-making regarding IT, that is called IT governance (Peterson, 2004). IT governance should increase value, manage risk, maintain accountability and measure programs and activities (Brown & Grant, 2005; Van Grembergen, De Haes, & Guldentops, 2004). As indicated by Weill (2004), “governance is about systematically determining who makes each type of decision (a decision right), who has input to a decision (an input right) and how these people (or groups) are held accountable for their role. Good IT governance draws on corporate governance principles to manage and use IT to achieve corporate performance goals” (p. 3). While structural, process, and relational capabilities are an integral part of effective IT governance (Peterson, 2004), IT governance specifies the decision rights and accountability framework to encourage desirable behavior in the use of IT (Weill & Ross, 2004).

2.2 IT Governance Mechanisms

IT governance mechanisms research deals with the decision-making structures adopted by IT organizations (Zmud, Boynton, & Jacobs, 1986; Brown & Magill, 1994). Previous research has attempted to categorize IT governance mechanisms. Early research found four archetypes called centralized, decentralized, federal, and hybrid (Brown, 1997; Brown & Magill 1994). More recently, six archetypes were identified by Weill and Ross (2004) and were labeled based on whom was serving on the committees, providing input and making decisions about five main IT governance domains: business monarchy, IT monarchy, federal, feudal, IT duopoly and anarchy. Taking a different approach, Xue, Liang and Boulton (2008) uncovered seven archetypes: top management monarchy, top management—IT duopoly, IT monarchy, administration monarchy, administration—IT duopoly, professional monarchy, and professional—IT duopoly. Such archetypes were revealed through four attributes, IT investment level, external influence, organizational centralization, and IT function power.

All these mechanisms lie on a common decision-making continuum ranging from centralized to decentralized. Centralized governance forms place the decision-making authority into the hands of a small group of individuals within the firm, usually within the upper echelons of management and/or executives. Decentralized governance forms, on the other hand, relegate the decision-making authority to the business units, allowing each operator to create its own set of regulations and generate policy thusly (Brown, 1997; Kayworth & Sambamurthy, 2000). It was observed by Brown and Grant (2005) that centralizing IT governance provided more control and opportunity while decentralizing IT governance provided more flexibility and responsiveness. Centralized IT governance places the burden of decision-making at the center of the IS function in the organization: the CIO, IS executives and management. It contributes to operational efficiencies because of the economies of scale (Hvalshagen, 2004). A central IT governance mechanism is best suited for firms that take a corporate approach in better integrating diversified yet related strategies (Brown & Magill, 1994). More centralized governance mechanisms like business and IT monarchies of Weill and Ross (2004) are more appropriate for organizations that aim at greater profitability and that put the necessary efforts on better organisational integration and choosing the right competencies.

Conversely, decentralized IT governance spreads the decision-making authority to the various business units and their management; decentralization often helps business unit managers to have a better understanding of the
contribution of IT activities to their operations (Hvalshagen, 2004; Brown, 1997; Sambamurthy & Zmud, 1999). The overall effect is a redistribution of accountability; centralized forms offer greater control while decentralized forms offer greater flexibility. Organizations that strategically emphasize business unit innovation through a limited number of processes are better served by decentralized IT governance mechanisms like the feudal one (Weill & Ross, 2004) While centralized and decentralized mechanisms have their pros and cons, neither one can claim optimality even if they share the same continuum (Kayworth & Sambamurthy, 2000).

2.3 Interorganizational Relationships

The formation of an interorganizational relationship is itself a strategic decision (Heide, 1994). There are two fundamental stances or views when it comes to interaction with other firms: competition and collaboration (Huxham & Vangen, 1996). While competition and competitive advantage are a given in modern markets, cooperation is an attitude that requires appropriate strategy in order to guarantee success.

Firms create interorganizational relationships with other firms in order to achieve goals that each firm would not easily be able to attain when acting alone (Lee & Lim, 2005). External pressures, including environmental and technological standards, as well as internal firm pressures, are moving firms to seek cooperation in areas previously unsearched (Ring & Van de Ven, 1992). As such, interorganizational relationships allow firms to combine resources and share knowledge, minimize risks, optimize asset use, increase competitive or market power, maximize their ability to offer attractive products and services, increase efficiency, to reduce costs, increase flexibility, collective lobbying and neutralizing or blocking competitors, increase sales volume, accelerate technology development, open market access, or capitalize on opportunities for organizational learning (Doz & Hamel, 1998; Barringer & Harrison, 2000; Hamel, 1991; Koh & Venkatraman, 1991; Powell, 1990; Ritter, 1999). Advantages exist, though often they are not visible and/or definable at the beginning of the relationship (Lowndes & Skelcher, 1998).

However, the decision to undertake these relationships is often based on multiple factors or contingencies; firms will often weigh the pros and cons of each relationship, and each firm will have its own ultimate deciding factors that lead it to initiate the relationship (Oliver, 1990; Lee, Miranda, & Kim, 2004; Goo et al., 2009). Firms tend to progress cautiously into relationships, sending signals as they progress, and define their evolution in stages, as step-by-step progress with the evaluation of potential partners and initial negotiations, and preliminary adaptation efforts (Larson, 1992; Dwyer, Schurr, & Oh, 1987).

Barringer and Harrison (2000) summarize that the theories of interorganizational relationships fall within a gamut between economic rationale and behavioural rationale. Transaction cost economics, resource dependency and strategic choice tend to fall under economic rationale; here, the fundamental decision element in transaction governance is “make or buy” (Lee, Miranda, & Kim, 2004). Alternately, whereas stakeholder theory, learning theory and institutional theory are founded under behavioural rationale, the decision-making is not so clear cut, and falls under contingency theory. Each of these theories has several streams of research that provide a piece of the puzzle when it comes to deciphering the why’s and how’s of interorganizational relationships. Overall, however, most literature is organized around the simple advantages of interorganizational relationships and how those advantages outweigh the disadvantages.

These disadvantages have also been outlined by research. Aside from the fact that a large portion of interorganizational relationships fail, or at least fail at meeting the expectations of their participants, loss of proprietary information, management complexities, financial and organizational risks, risk becoming dependent on a partner, partial loss of decision autonomy, culture clash, loss of organizational flexibility and antitrust implications are all potential worries that need to be accounted for and carefully weighed at the inception and development of any interorganizational relationship, a difficult task to manage (Barringer & Harrison, 2000). Furthermore, relationship maintenance requires careful planning of future contingencies and changing factors (Barney & Ouchi, 1986; Macaulay, 1963), as well as mechanisms that adapt to the changes in the relationship itself (Wachter & Williamson, 1978), and maintaining an interorganizational relationship requires heavy commitment from all involved (Lee & Lim, 2005). Furthermore, the formalization of commitments, in the form of contractual obligations—such as service level agreements—can cause opportunism, an “ugly” side effect of mutual dependence (Goo et al., 2009).

2.4 Forms of Governance Relationships

One of the latest trends in the modern economy is the vertical disintegration of corporations. The creation of a governance framework that allows for adequate control and flexibility when dealing with this disintegration is necessary. Based on Williamson (1975), Powell (1990) describes three forms of relationship governance: market, hierarchy and network. Markets and hierarchies exist as endpoints on a linear scale: market governance seeks to
enable transaction-specific straightforward business exchanges, while hierarchy governance is best suited for those uncertain repeating relationships with non-standard requirements. However, Powell argues that this paradigm exists to create indebtedness between parties. The need for relationships definitions whereby the partners act reciprocally and in an accommodating way is left untouched in this scale. This, along with economic incentives and strategic rewards as precedent (Larson, 1992), has led to new forms of network governance (Gereffi, Humphrey, & Sturgeon, 2005).

Jones, Hesterly, and Borgatti (1997) describe a network as the involvement of “select, persistent, and structured set[s] of autonomous firms (as well as non-profit agencies) engaged in creating products or services based on implicit and open-ended contracts to adapt to environmental contingencies and to coordinate and safeguard exchanges” (p. 914). Podolny and Page (1998) define networks as “as any collection of actors (N ≥ 2) that pursue repeated, enduring exchange relations with any one another and, at the same time, lack a legitimate organizational authority to arbitrate and resolve disputes that may arise during the exchange” (p. 59). Networks lack the bureaucratic structures often present in other formal governance paradigms (Jones et al., 1997).

The common link between these definitions is twofold: the repeated business exchanges as well as the informality of the relationship. Network forms are more social than markets or hierarchies; while not guided by formal rules, regulations or bodies, networks rely on the participants’ mutual interests and respect, and are exemplified by reciprocal patterns of communication and exchange. Furthermore, social controls, including trust, mutual dependence and reputation, are inherent in the genesis of a socially-based relationship (Powell, 1990; Goo et al., 2009).

2.5 Attributes of Mechanisms of Interorganizational Governance of IT

The main contribution of this research is to mix the concepts of IT governance, interorganizational relationships and network governance into a new hybrid research avenue. Research in the field of IT governance is extensive, as is research in the field of interorganizational relationships; however, not much has been done in the area of interorganizational governance of IT.

This study ascertain how organizations govern their IT practices and create IT policies during business exchanges using the foundation of constructs in Powell’s network governance framework (Powell, 1990). Although IT governance has most of the time been applied from an internal perspective (Sambamurthy & Zmud, 1999), there is a need to study its interorganizational aspect. Therefore, interorganizational governance of IT is defined as “the authority and accountability frameworks put in place to encourage the efficient and effective use of IT when sustaining electronic exchanges among business partners” (Croteau & Bergeron, 2009, p. 3).

In order to maintain a level or manageability to the data, three attributes are used to define the profiles of interorganizational governance of IT. They are the structure of the governance mechanisms, the types of participants implied in the interorganizational relationships, and the processes they follow to exercise their control. Such attributes were initially proposed by Winkler (2006) as attributes of interorganizational governance and were found to be pertinent attributes for conducting research on interorganizational governance of IT (Croteau & Bergeron, 2009; Croteau & Dubsky, 2011).

Structure refers to the way through which tasks are distributed within an organization and the channels of connections among various organizational positions (Kumar & Van Dissel, 1996). In other words, structure determines the locus of authority for each position within an organization and hence is critical in the configuration of the organizational resources (Hall & Saias, 1980). When applied to interorganizational governance mechanisms, structure shapes and influences the agendas between organizations by determining who has the power to act, and what resources between business partners are exploited (Winkler, 2006; Huxham & Vangen, 2000). Therefore, the structure reconstructs the ways in which interorganizational decisional work is divided among the partnering organizations by assigning specific roles to these organizations and the ways in which coordination is achieved among these roles (Kumar & van Dissel, 1996).

During interorganizational governance mechanisms, the collaborative participants are defined by individuals involved in the governance of IT on either side of the relationship(s), but also by people—executives, managers and other leaders—who have a stake in the success of the business relationship, both directly and indirectly (Huxham & Vangen, 2000). While there exist several combinatorial participant forms, including boards, steering committees and groups, a line is drawn that separates policy-makers from other participants. Participants are classified as belonging to one of two categories: those with executive participation and those without, as these categorical restrictions parallel the leadership roles suggested by Huxham and Vangen (2000). By assessing the participant construct, this research aims at identifying who makes decisions when it comes to IT governance from an interorganizational perspective, who is involved in the inception, creation and/or implementation of IT.
governance structure during the creation of a new relationship, the processes followed to make decision, and at what level of their respective organization participants are.

**Processes** refer to “the interunit or interfirm activities that accompany exchange within the framework of the governance structure” (Zaheer & Venkatraman, 1995, p.375). These processes allow partnership members to communicate efficiently and effectively, providing appropriate resources given the structure. Processes affect participants’ behaviour and therefore can be a turning point that will enhance or not the performance of organizations that are part of the network; after all, poorly designed processes can be counterproductive (Meyer, 2004). If participants invest adequately into proper decision-making processes, and not just in structures, IT value is more likely to be increased (Weill & Ross, 2005). Processes put in place in this context are defined as the formal and informal control tools by which the communication among business partners takes place to make decisions about common projects. These formal and informal instruments of control are often influenced by standards set about by the firm, industry or market. Standards related to SOX (Sarbanes-Oxley or Sarbox), COBIT (Control Objectives for Information and related Technology) or ITIL (IT Infrastructure Library) can be defined as agreed-upon specifications for a way of communicating or performing actions related to IT. The present research will attempt to identify whether a firm is using formal or informal processes and if they are standardized or not in their interorganizational dealings.

2.6 Success of Interorganizational Relationships

Oliver (1990) identifies six critical contingencies for the success of relationships: necessity, asymmetry, reciprocity, efficiency, stability and legitimacy. These can be paralleled with Lu, Huang and Heng’s (2006) characteristics of interorganizational systems versus simple information systems: cooperation, standards, third party involvement, synchronicity, the need for relationships, and openness. Competitive necessity determines the need for relationships, and contributes to successful IOS planning and implementation (Lin, 2006). Asymmetry often requires the involvement of a third party to arbitrate, as smaller organizations seek to partner with larger companies to take advantage of financial resources (Slowinski, Seelig, & Hull, 1996). Reciprocity begets cooperation, allowing all participants a web of resources between units, and thus each unit in the exchange is dependant to a certain degree on each of the other members; removing a unit will affect each other unit to varying degrees (Kumar & van Dissel, 1996).

Furthermore, the development of reciprocal relationships enables long-term collaborative development (Lowndes & Skelcher, 1998). Efficiency simply requires synchronicity; attempting to improve the use of all participants' resources requires coordination, and a lack of synchronicity simply implies a certain level of waste (Oliver, 1990). Standards are derived and adopted in order to satisfy a maximum of complexity (Gereffi et al., 2005) in the processes, satisfying a requirement of stability by attempting to minimize error (Chi & Holsapple, 2005). Finally, relationships cannot be legitimate without a certain level of openness. For our research, interorganizational relationships were considered successful when all parties could say that they have reached their goals, in a satisfying mode.

3. Methodology

Grounded in the configurational theory, this research aims at validating if mechanisms of interorganizational governance of IT exist, and if possible to classify them in profiles. Therefore, a subjective approach to the validation of such mechanisms seems to be the best fit for this research (Lee, 1989). Case-based research is seen as one of the leading approaches to academic research in IT. Case studies allow for current-day data to be proliferated into academic research. Furthermore, the case-study approach allows for a flexible and dynamic form of data collection, paralleling the dynamic nature of the data itself. Lastly, case analysis allows for researchers to spawn new ideas and generate interest and questions in the research stream that were unforeseen or unknown during the research genesis (Dubé & Paré, 2003).

The following steps were undertaken when designing this research in order to create a robust exploratory case-based investigation, as per recommendations provided by Dubé & Paré (2003): a) Clear, concise and precisely defined research questions were devised from the literature in order identify profiles of interorganizational governance of IT; b) A pilot research investigation was devised and undertaken in order to reveal potential inadequacies in the identification of potential attributes; c) A multiple-case research design was effected in order to provide robust positivist data to uncover possible profiles; and d) All data collection processes were elucidated in order to provide transparency.

Thirty-two organizations were canvassed for interviews with IT managers and/or executives that might be able to provide data in order to build case studies. Of these organizations, 15 interviews were conducted across 11
organizations over a period of 6 months, sporadically given participant availabilities, in order to maximize the number of case studies and thus the rigour of this research.

Qualitative data was gathered by interviewing managers and executives from participating organizations. There were no limits placed regarding the size or market of the organization; the only requirement was that IT played a role in their day-to-day operations. Participation in the study was voluntary. Interviewees were required to: a) Be knowledgeable about the concepts of IT governance; b) Be involved with the IT governance of their organizations, c) Be involved in interorganizational dealings, and d) Be involved in the decision-making process of each of the above.

A minimum of one hour was required by the researcher for each interview, though the interview may have lasted longer depending on the nature of the conversation and the participant’s available time. Participants were also informed that a second interview could be requested if clarification was required. A questionnaire was provided to each of the willing participants ahead of time via email and participants were informed that questions would be of this nature during the interview, though not necessarily following the specific questions outlined. It was deemed by the researcher that given the informal nature of the interview as well as the variability of participants’ knowledge and experience, following a strict questionnaire script would limit the effectiveness of the interview. Face-to-face interviews were requested by the researcher and, failing this because of logistical or scheduling barriers, phone interviews were requested as a second option.

4. Uncovering Mechanisms of Interorganizational Governance of IT

This research aimed at answering if mechanisms of interorganizational governance of IT exist; and if they, what profiles of such mechanisms could be defined. This section reports the emergent key categories of the attributes of interorganizational governance of IT. The attributes of structure, process and participants were categorized based on the observations obtained during the interview. A summary of the results is reported in Table 1. Names of the participants and the organizations have been withheld to ensure privacy and anonymity. Therefore each organization has been nicknamed according to its operations and market.

Table 1. Case studies results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Centralized</td>
<td>a, F, g</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Networked</td>
<td>b, C, d</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value-chain</td>
<td>e</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inward</td>
<td>e, F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outward</td>
<td>b, C, d</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In/Outward</td>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unilateral</td>
<td>g</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilateral</td>
<td>d, e</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Committee</td>
<td>a, b, C, F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>Outsourced bank IT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>Coop bank venture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Railway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>Gaming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>Gaming research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Jettliner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Findings uncovered three emergent interorganizational IT governance structure categories: centralized form, networked form and value-chain form. These three categories demonstrate a relationship closeness that defines the structure of the inter-firm governance, with the centralized form representing a highly interdependent, highly strategic venture; a value-chain form representing a loosely connected, relatively simple trade partnership; and a networked form representing an interdependent, collaborative venture.

Both the centralized form and the network form were popular governance structures. Conversely, the value-chain form was not a particularly attractive governance structure category although it could be considered strategic depending upon the viewpoint the firms attribute to their relative power (Chou, Huang, & Chen, 2012)

Three emergent interorganizational IT governance process were found: inward focus, representing a focus on interorganizational process formalization, outward focus, representing a focus on market process standardization, and a mix of both called in/outward focus. The process focus was evenly split between inward and outward focus. This suggests that organizations may put equal weight on both standardizing and formalizing governance
processes. Furthermore, it may be that process focus may be situational; given the specific requirements of an interorganizational relationship, firms may choose to focus their interorganizational processes inwards and formalize, or they may choose to focus their interorganizational processes outwards and set/adopt standards. Only one organization had a mix of both focuses.

Three emergent interorganizational IT governance participant groupings were observed. The unilateral group is represented by one firm dominating participation and making unilateral decisions, often as per the recommendation of a single executive or CIO. The bilateral group is represented by the two participating firms in equal partnership, providing equal input, often at the level of paired executives being the ultimate decision-makers. Lastly, the committee group is represented by a multi-person collective, often with several representatives from multiple levels at both organizations, gathering in order to make decisions by committee.

Committee-based participant groupings were by far the most popular choice when it came to deciding where the responsibility and decision-making would lie. Committees infer both a generally decentralized approach to interorganizational governance as well as a shift away from dominance in partnerships—a level playing field between each organization. At the same time, only one relationship studied demonstrated properties of the unilateral participant grouping.

Many organizations chose to evaluate the success of the relationship subjectively by agglomerating affected factors such as increased efficiencies, value-adding aspects, increased competitiveness, product development ability, synergies and functional/operational requirements improvement. Therefore, it can be observed that the success of the relationship, while not strictly defined, can be derived by the operational goal of the relationship.

5. Case studies
While results indicated in Table 1 demonstrate that there is no distinctly dominant pattern or configuration of constructs, two main profiles can be derived: Contractual and Consensual. Contractual profiles refer to the fact that organizations are involved in a legal relationship with their outsourcers (Lacity, Khan, & Willcocks, 2009) whereas the consensual profiles refer to a collaborative and cooperative approach (Zarvić, Stolze, Boehm, & Thomas, 2012) to resolve issues they may have with their business partners.

The following two cases illustrate those two profiles. Jetliner (contractual profile) and Rail (consensual profile) were chosen among the seven interorganizational relationships and mechanisms of IT governance studied reported above. They were chosen because of their specific characteristics that make them distinct and a fair representation of each profile.

5.1 Jetliner
Jetliner is a major North American airline that outsourced its entire IT function in the mid 1990’s to Sourcer. The organization subsequently back-sourced certain strategic portions ten years later, including business analysis and software development. It centralized its entire IT budget under the CIO in order to maintain a maximal level of control and ensure accountability at the highest level. Jetliner used several committees to generate all propositions and recommendations to the executive committee, including standards committees and architecture committees. All committees generated business cases and presented them for budgetary approval from the CIO. Steering committees provided all recommendations to the business.

Structure All of Jetliner relationships existed at the business level, and most of them were structured as sourcing relationships. As such, the business always spoke directly to the outsourcee. As Sourcer saw Jetliner as a project client, Sourcer’s organizational structure was an outsourcer project model. Sourcer mimicked Jetliner IT structure. The executive relationship manager at Sourcer reported to the Jetliner CIO for all decisions, budgetary or otherwise. Independently, however, Sourcer structured its own IT governance without heeding to its various clients. For all intents and purposes, Sourcer’s IT structure did not affect the IT policies of its project groups.

Participants For most interorganizational relationships, executive pairs met, management committees met and operations committees met at every level in order to ensure smooth processes and ensure efficient and frequent communication. Rarely, if ever, were any external participants or consultants involved in any of the interorganizational governance decision-making.

Processes As this relationship existed as a vertical vendor-client relationship, formal authorization was required for all operational IT changes, especially those changes that move against the standard sets set by Jetliner. Authorization could come from various administrative levels at Jetliner, but interorganizational governance processes were often dictated and designed by the executive in charge of the relationship. All of Jetliner IT operations projects and capitalized projects required that the CIO signed off and authorized their budget. Accordingly, all IT improvement projects and changes authorized by Jetliner CIO were passed through to the
relationship managing executive at Sourcer for execution. This framework for authorization ensured that accountability remained centralized for each partner. Subsequently, authorization of capital went to finance committees first, and they used the “KISS” principle (Keep It Simple, Stupid) to prioritize projects, ensuring that money was fairly allocated while minimizing potential project risk. Joint steering committees—made up of relationship management as well as internal operational consultants from both Jetliner and Sourcer—provided business recommendations to joint executive committees. This way, accountability stayed high and was not passed down the business “ladder”.

**Success** Jetliner adapted its interorganizational governance of IT (IGIT) to its specificities. The choice of Sourcer was made to bring stability and efficiency. Jetliner considered its partnership as a success.

5.2 Analysis of Jetliner

Although Jetliner governed its IT from an IT duopoly perspective (Weill, 2004), the interorganizational structure was centralized relative to the outsourcer. At Jetliner, the majority of the IT decision-making occurred under the CIO, though the business executives were consulted whenever the business processes would be affected. Sourcer, as it was an outsourced entity, had two layers of governance: its independent IT governance policies as well as its inherited governance policies. As such, it had to balance between these two in order to maintain effective relations with Jetliner as well as keep up its own internal standards. Sourcer made it a priority to ensure that all of its activities were in the best interest of Jetliner.

Jetliner’s IT policies were all governed at the highest level under the CIO. Similarly, all of the interorganizational IT governance policies went through the CIO for approval after having been decided on by joint steering and executive committees. The centrality of this form of accountability was crucial to Jetliner and was in line with their core business values and strategies. At the same time, however, Jetliner admitted that “…sometimes, committees don’t work and can be short-sighted, which make them ineffective.” This is why they maintained that a central accountability figure was paramount to the success of the IT function and the success of the interorganizational relationship. Furthermore, the multi-sourced processes were seen as mature in order to “get the job done, but are not perfect, as there’s still too much hand holding”. Evidently, Jetliner and Sourcer had work to be done to perfect this multi-sourced relationship.

**Profile** The profile of this interorganizational governance of IT is considered *contractual* since this relationship falls under a *centralized* governance structure and locus of control, with *inward* interorganizational processes. The participants of committees are IT executives from both parties, with a focus on Jetliner’s CIO for the majority of the decision-making, and a relationship executive manager on Sourcer’s side. Jetliner considers itself successful in terms of IT interorganizational governance.

5.3 Rail

A major Canadian railway company, heretofore referred to as Rail, had a long history of corporate governance redesigns. Rail evolved through multiple iterations of governance over the past 20 years stemming from an organizational overhaul that coincided with the instatement of a new CEO. Rail saw IT governance as one branch of the considerations of the organization with respect to its business. Traditionally, Rail viewed partnerships as another operations branch of the business, and thus the integrating of both activities—governance and relationship management—made up an emergent sector of development for Rail.

**Structure** Rail viewed traditional mechanisms of IT governance as taboo; as a former crown corporation, Rail’s organizational culture had historically been one of negative connotation with all business activities related to bureaucracy. Rail believed that the organization required looser forms of governance, relying on the flexibility, agility and independent decision-making of its employees. As such, Rail’s models of IT governance were constantly fluctuating and changing depending on several factors, including economic state, market fluctuations, intrinsic needs and extrinsic influence and technology. Recently, this form of decentralized decision-making included the IT department, whereby a network IT governance structure ensured this agility and flexibility.

**Participants** The nature of the IT governance at Rail was made possible by a CIO who participated heavily in several partnerships and associations in order to bolster Rail’s competitiveness and advance business practices. Rail relied heavily on their partnerships and associations in order to advance business and increase competitiveness, both within the railway industry and across all transport industries.

Rail belonged to several industry-wide associations, with the ultimate goal of increasing the effectiveness not simply of the organization, but of the industry as a whole. These included:

- Northam, a formal organization, setup by the collective of North American rail firms in order to facilitate in cross-organizational talk about rail standards;
• ITRail, an organization governed by CIOs of North American rail organizations in order to set standards for IT governance;
• Board, an informal national standards board that meets quarterly to influence “best practice” within the industry and to drive the genesis of standards, allowing for broader checks and balances.

Northam was exempt from anti-trust laws, and had defined standards for information exchange in order to allow for all participants to share in an industry-wide competitive advantage. However, the IT function within this association was directly involved with the business function, and thus there was no separate IT governance credo; rather, there was business governance which covered the IT function; as such, IT was one of many groups—including finance, railway operations, marketing—that participated in this cooperative venture, ensuring that there existed a centralized industry system to control common tasks, improving synchronization and allowing the various rail partners to split the costs, creating economies of scale. The CIO participated to the governing body.

ITRail acted as an industry reference and derived security policies (especially for government agencies, including those involved with homeland security), as well as helped with data interchange policies. Ultimately, there was a need for this organization, and such need was a driving force. The governments formed standards and were imposing policy. There were environmental standards such as SOX, which were required in order to be competitive and successful. ITRail existed for almost a decade and evolved very slowly, with baby steps.

Board had recommended that IT be made an equal partner at the table and that organizations allowed IT to drive processes. For Rail, the bottom-line measure of success was financial gain because it was the most fundamental strategic measure. The business was, after all, market-driven and the product/service offered by any railway organization was very simple. The CIO participated to the governing body.

**Processes** For each of the participating organizations, committees were formed with a point person/relationship manager—often a relationship executive—from each organization, including Rail, whereby discussions were held to advance all managerial decisions jointly. However, at the same time the industry has grown sufficiently as to reduce the requirement of cooperation and increase competitiveness, and so with each cooperative advance, Rail sought to increase its competitive advantage not simply over other industries, but within the industry as well.

Rail’s participant involvement lied heavily on the directorship/executive slant, whereby the CIO participated in most of the informal boards and groups that the railway industry has created, and was often the representative of the IT function for Rail. As such, interorganizational IT concerns were managed from the top down during business exchanges, whereby the industrial effect of informal IT process redesign affects both Rail and its partners, given that each of Rail’s industrial partners also participated in these informal executive groups.

**Success:** Rail considered its approach to interorganizational governance of IT as a success. It is satisfied with the relationship with participants, and judges itself efficient in its use of IT.

### 5.4 Analysis of Rail

Rail saw its position in the market as a cross between competitive drive and cooperative necessity; while it sought to differentiate itself from its competitors in order to capitalize on market opportunities, it was still reliant on partnerships in order to foster industry growth and competitiveness. As such, centralized governance paradigms existed, albeit with decentralized influence. Inter-industrial environmental pressures forced Rail to cooperate with its partners in order to gain market share from other logistics and transport industries, and thus network governance structures with informal influence was where Rail positioned itself strategically. Furthermore, Rail viewed strictly defined governance structures as “weighty”, paralleling abundant “bureaucracy”, and therefore chose to keep its governance structures fluid, especially from an interorganizational perspective. Rail was consequently classified as network.

Rail touted naturally evolved processes that were self-managed. These governance and control processes relied on the informality of relationship management from an interpersonal perspective; Rail partnership management participants, including directors and executives, viewed the interpersonal aspects of a business relationship as paramount and definitive of the relationship itself, and thus the processes should be flexible enough in order to accommodate changes and unpredicted events. Similarly, Rail’s IT management processes, while not industry standard, were heavily influenced by industry, as cooperative ventures required compatible processes between organizations. While Rail could choose, if it wishes, to devise non-standard IT control processes, environmental factors were enough to persuade Rail that standard IT processes, such as electronic data interchange compatibility, were highly advantageous. Rail processes were consequently considered as outward.

The relationships that Rail maintained with its partners were mediated by the industry groups, including Northam, ITRail, and Board. The partnerships were longstanding bringing about a certain level of effectiveness in informal
cooperation and driving informal standards between participants. Rail’s governance philosophy was “less is more”, as a hands-off approach minimized bureaucracy and allowed the organization to remain agile. At the core of this philosophy was the idea that governance models required an owner, and that owner needed to be accountable. The approach to facilitate such exchanges was to rely on committees.

**Profile** The profile of this interorganizational governance of IT is considered *consensual*. The relationships maintained by Rail with its partners falls under a *network* IT governance structure and locus of control, with informal and non-standardized interorganizational processes. The network governance structure is heavily influenced by industrial groups, and ultimately partnerships. The processes were therefore *outward*. These industrial groups elicit informal discussion between IT executives, and improvements to the IT structures and processes are brought back to each organization on a regular basis in order to improve the efficiency of IT operations, which required a *committee*-based approach. Measures of success, in this case, are not formalized nor are they measured; rather, stories of success are conveyed to the industrial partnership groups, and then conclusions are drawn collectively, and disseminated to each organization through its participating executive, namely the CIO. Rail considers itself successful in terms of interorganizational governance of IT.

6. Discussion

At Jetliner, there exists a formal structure of decision-making and reporting. Based on the principle that a formal authorization is required for any IT change, a whole decision-making *contractual* approach has been put in place. First, peer committees exist at three levels: operational, managerial and executive. Each committee makes decision at his level, and the decision is passed on to a higher committee if needed. Second, at the managerial level, joint functional steering committees (such as finance) make business recommendations to a joint executive committee. Finally, all changes need to be approved by the Jetliner CIO before to be implemented. The purpose of the decision-making structure is to hold specific participants accountable for decisions and results. This formal structure that allows each participant to be accountable for their decisions is tightly knit with the IT governance outsourced mode. Authority and accountability have long been identified as key to IT decision-making relative to budget (Bergeron, 1986). This case study suggests that this also applies to IT governance.

The contractual profile fits well to Jetliner since its relationship with participants is contract-based. Although Jetliner is in an interorganizational governance situation, it matches pretty well the definition of contractual governance attributed by Lacity’s et al. (2009) in IT outsourcing contexts. Thus, the contractual profile label is used to describe the situation.

Rail has a much more informal structure than Jetliner relative to IT governance. The role of Rail’s participants is one of collaboration with its partners. As such it tries to avoid any bureaucratic processes among firms. Thus, company relationship executives meet to address any organizational problems, or situations, including IT, but not specific to IT. At Rail, the directorship relies on the CIO to address specific IT situations. The CIO participates to informal industry boards, and it is by communicating and collaborating with industry representatives that issues are addressed. The networked mode does not give Rail much power. Since participants have no line of authority over their industry partners, the approach is more informative than directive. It is through a *consensual* approach with soft negotiation and mutual understanding that participants play their role. In this case of networked mechanism, the interorganizational governance of IT is a fragile equilibrium among the executive network partners.

The consensual profile is representative of the Rail situation to the extent that Rail lives in an interorganizational governance of IT where structure, process and participants evolve in a context where culture, beliefs and values are those of collaboration and cooperation. The consensual profile of interorganizational governance of IT goes beyond the relational mode of IT governance developed for outsourcing contexts (Lacity et al., 2009; Fischer, Huber, & Dibbern, 2011; Leimeister, Yetton, Wüllenweber, & Krcmar, 2010; Poppo & Zenger, 2002). At Rail, the interorganizational context is not based on a contract, but rather on a different state of mind which is the search of a consensus beneficial to all concerned parties. The consensual profile label seems more appropriate to this situation.

As summarized in Table 2, Jetliner has a centralized interorganizational IT structure while the Rail interorganizational structure is more characterized by its network. Both companies work with committees although Jetliner’s committees exist at three hierarchical levels whereas Rail’s committees are built around market representatives where each partner company is conveyed. At Jetliner, the interorganizational IT process is oriented “inward”, meaning that the ultimate decision-maker is Jetliner and it is the one who decides of the managerial and
Table 2. Summary of observations for jetliner and rail

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interorganizational IT Structure</th>
<th>Interorganizational IT Participants</th>
<th>Interorganizational IT Process</th>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Profile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jetliner</td>
<td>Centralized Committee</td>
<td>Inward</td>
<td>Success</td>
<td>Contractual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rail</td>
<td>Network Committee</td>
<td>Outward</td>
<td>Success</td>
<td>Consensual</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

control processes. Rail has adopted an “outward” interorganizational IT process, seeking advice and collaboration among its business partners. Overall, the type of interorganizational mechanisms used by Jetliner is contractual, while Rail’s one is consensual. Despite the pronounced differences among these two cases representing two different gestalts, both companies consider their interorganizational IT governance model as a success.

7. Conclusion

Developing profiles of mechanisms for interorganizational governance of IT is a challenging endeavour. The two cases presented above allowed the discovery that mechanisms of interorganizational governance of IT exist and take specific forms in order to successfully support IT collaboration between business partners. Our results were extracted from a larger sample of organizations and were chosen because of their distinctive particularities. Two profiles were uncovered and labeled respectively Contractual and Consensual. The interorganizational mechanisms characterizing the contractual profile are a centralized IT structure, a committee-based decision-making, and an inward IT process. The interorganizational mechanisms characterizing the consensual profile are a network IT structure, a committee-based decision-making and an outward IT process. Both profiles constitute viable working alternatives since each of them led to success in two different organizational settings. Because of the usual limitations associated with this methodological approach, other profiles might be obtained when other company cases will be analyzed. In future research, it will be interesting to look at the interorganizational governance of IT in other industries like governments since these public institutions might share many similarities with private organizations. Results might also vary among different cultures and organization size. Based on these findings, there is a clear indication that profile-based interorganizational governance of IT should be foremost in the strategic planning of organizations that wish to foster growth and success while maintaining value with their IT investments.
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